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Question: 1 
   
Which statement is true about working with Business Automation Navigator Container? 
Available Choices (select all choices that are correct) 
 
A. Unlike the traditional Navigator, the Container Navigator cannot be connected to a Business 
Automation Workflow server. 
B. Container based Business Automation Navigator provides limited security capabilities. 
C. Container based Business Automation Navigators are packaged by default with the Container based 
Business Automation Workflow. 
D. Container based Business Automation Navigators can connect to Business Automation Workflow 
when using the same LDAP. 
 

Answer: D     
 

Question: 2 
   
Which option should a developer use to ensure a message event with an attached UCA will trigger even 
if the message event is not yet reached? 
Available Choices (select all choices that are correct) 
 
A. Repeatable 
B. Interrupt 
C. Consume Message 
D. Durable Subscription 
 

Answer: D     
 

Question: 3 
   
When creatinq a new Role in the roles tab of Case desiqner, what action need to take place to unify the 
experience of the users also involved in BPMN workflows? 
Available Choices (select all choices that are correct) 
 
A. Roles and teams are two distinct concepts, the same users must be put in Roles and Teams for the 
behavior to be unified. 
B. A corresponding Group must be created in LDAP that can be used by manually creating a team in the 
Process Designer application. 
C. A corresponding Team and Group will be automatically created in the local application visible in 
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Process Designer, this Team should then be used in the BPMN flows. 
D. Using the same name for the Role as an existing team in Process designer will automatically map the 
two entities. 
 

Answer: D     
 

Question: 4 
   
Which is a good design practice for Business Automation Workflow? 
Available Choices (select all choices that are correct) 
 
A. Turn off auto tracking whenever possible. 
B. Accessing the product tables using SQL such as "LSW Task" is encouraged within the Process App 
since 
it performs better than the API's. 
C. Business objects bound to a coach can be large as long as the number of elements on the coach stay 
below 40 fields. 
D- Since the process variables are not frequently updated, it is fine to have large business objects on the 
Process variables level. 
 

Answer: B     
 

Question: 5 
   
Which task must be completed by an automated system or service and is automatically run without a 
need for user initiation regardless of the type of lane in which they are defined in a process diagram? 
Available Choices (select all choices that are correct) 
 
A. Automation Task 
C. Decision Task 
C. line User Task 
D. System Task 
 

Answer: D     
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